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Topic: CLEAN Elementary Launch!
We have curated the start of our new CLEAN Elementary collection! We have over
65 resources specifically chosen and reviewed for elementary students, including
resources focused on climate topics as well as resources that will help students
build foundational climate knowledge. In this newsletter, we highlight two
distance-learning suitable resources and introduce our new CLEAN Elementary
Teaching Strategies module on the CLEAN Website. We also include a recent article
from Yale Climate Connections that discusses ways to talk about climate change
with kids.

CLEAN Resource Feature 
Video: What's the Difference Between Weather and Climate?
This video, video transcript, and accompanying poster, go beyond a description of
weather and climate to highlight how NASA tracks the changes in climate and why
it matters. Students will leave the video with the important sense of why data (in
this case, gathered by satellites) is helping all of us monitor sea level, clouds, and
how data helps us know that the earth's climate is getting warmer. 

Video length: 2:00 min 
Audience: Elementary, Middle School, Informal 

Browse CLEAN for more resources on Weather and Climate.
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The video establishes the
basic concept that weather
is what is occurring outside
right now and climate
describes what occurs over
long periods of time (many
decades). The video
discusses how NASA uses
satellites to monitor the
weather and climate. This
video can lead to a broader
exploration of climate.

CLEAN Resource Feature 
Learning Activity: Elementary GLOBE Climate Module
Through learning activities, students learn how weather over a long period of time
describes climate, explore how sea level rise can affect coastal communities and
environments, as well as describe how humans are contribution to climate change
and how we can take action to solve this problem. There are multiple activities in
this resource and some may be able to be done virtually. 

Audience: Elementary School 

Take a look at some more GLOBE resources in the CLEAN collection.

There is a story book that
discusses what is happening
to our climate that is
paired with three activities
and two coloring sheets. All
of the activities include
numerous interconnected
scientific concepts
regarding climate change
as well as implementation
of critical thinking skills
and data interpretation and
analysis. The activities use
scientific methods such as
data collection, graphing,
and observing to support
understanding of weather
and climate.
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Guidance in Elementary Teaching About Climate and Energy
To go along with the launch of the CLEAN Elementary resource collection we have
designed new webpages to help support elementary teachers in teaching climate
and energy. The pages offer easy-to-read explanations of issues teachers may
encounter or ideas they should consider when designing and implementing
elementary climate and energy teaching curriculum. Each page is illustrated with
examples to help teachers determine best practices for their own classrooms. 

 

Virtual Live Lesson
Looking for activities for your students to do from home? Have your K-5th grade
students join CLEAN on October 21st at 1pm MST for a virtual live lesson about
melting ice, and its relation to climate. Students will get to experiment with ice
during this fun, hands-on lesson, which only requires ice, salt & pepper, as well as
dark and light-colored plates if students have them! (Clear cups, a ruler,
thermometer, and stopwatch are also useful but not necessary). This lesson also
connects with several of our Science@Home talks by CIRES/NOAA scientists that
would be appropriate for upper elementary and older students.    
 

Register here for the “The Science of Ice” live virtual lesson on Oct. 21st at
1pm MST/3pm EST.  
Click here to sign up for the Science@Home science talks or to watch
recordings.

 

Featured article: How to talk with kids about climate change
Climate change can be a challenging topic to discuss with anyone, however talking
with kids can help prepare them for what is to come and allow them to face
climate change with the facts and resiliency needed for the future. This article
briefly discusses six tips for parents (and educators) to safely talk about climate
change with kids. 
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CLEAN supports teaching and learning about climate and energy with 700+ free
peer-reviewed, scientifically accurate, and classroom-ready resources. 

Browse the CLEAN collection by NGSS topics.

Check out the CLEAN STEM Flash Library of past issues. 
Received this as a forward? Sign up to get future issues sent to your inbox.

Copyright © 2020 CIRES Education Outreach. All rights reserved. 

clean@colorado.edu

Explore the CLEAN collection of climate & energy learning resources
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CLEAN is funded by grants from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NA12OAR4310143, NA12OAR4310142), the National Science Foundation (DUE-0938051,
DUE-0938020, DUE-0937941) and the Department of Energy. 

Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of
the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.
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